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Abstract Aims/hypothesis: This study aimed to identify
genes that are expressed in skeletal muscle, encode proteins
with functional significance in mitochondria, and are associated with type 2 diabetes. Methods: We screened for differentially expressed genes in skeletal muscle of Psammomys
obesus (Israeli sand rats), and prioritised these on the basis
of genomic localisation and bioinformatics analysis for proteins with likely mitochondrial functions. Results: We identified a mitochondrial intramembrane protease, known as
presenilins-associated rhomboid-like protein (PSARL) that is
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associated with insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes.
Expression of PSARL was reduced in skeletal muscle of
diabetic Psammomys obesus, and restored after exercise
training to successfully treat the diabetes. PSARL gene expression in human skeletal muscle was correlated with insulin sensitivity as assessed by glucose disposal during a
hyperinsulinaemic–euglycaemic clamp. In 1,031 human
subjects, an amino acid substitution (Leu262Val) in PSARL
was associated with increased plasma insulin concentration, a key risk factor for diabetes. Furthermore, this variant
interacted strongly with age to affect insulin levels, acounting
for 5% of the variation in plasma insulin in elderly subjects.
Conclusions/interpretation: Variation in PSARL sequence
and/or expression may be an important new risk factor for
type 2 diabetes and other components of the metabolic
syndrome.
Keywords Association . Gene–environment interaction .
Gene expression . Psammomys obesus
Abbreviations LOD: Log odds ratio . nGT: Normal
glucose tolerant . PSARL: Presenilins-associated
rhomboid-like protein . QTL: Quantitative trait locus .
TOPS: Take off pounds sensibly

Introduction
Type 2 diabetes mellitus is a highly prevalent metabolic
disease and a major cause of cardiovascular disease, kidney
failure and blindness [1, 2]. Type 2 diabetes is characterised
by insulin resistance and an insulin secretory defect. The
role of skeletal muscle mitochondrial dysfunction in the
development of insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes has
received considerable attention recently. The evidence
suggests that reduced expression and activity of enzymes
involved in mitochondrial processes, including oxidative
phosphorylation, the tricarboxylic acid cycle and betaoxidation of fatty acids, are characteristic of insulin-resistant
skeletal muscle [3–9]. These studies support findings that
overall reductions in oxidative and phosphorylation capacity
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of mitochondria occur in insulin resistance and as part of
the ageing process [10–15]. Indeed, there is a large body of
evidence showing that mitochondrial functional capacity is
a key component of the process of ageing, and of the
development of a range of diseases. In insulin-resistant
skeletal muscle, several studies have demonstrated reductions in the size and number of mitochondria, suggesting
that defective mitochondrial biogenesis may be an important factor in the development of obesity and type 2 diabetes
[7, 10, 12, 14, 16]. Interestingly, several studies have shown
evidence of mitochondrial impairment in individuals with
increased susceptibility (family history) to type 2 diabetes
before the onset of symptoms [8, 9], suggesting that mitochondrial dysfunction may contribute to the development
of type 2 diabetes.
There is also evidence to suggest that, by contributing to
the accumulation of triglycerides in skeletal muscle, impaired mitochondrial beta-oxidation of fatty acids or dysregulation of the proportionality between glycolytic and
oxidative activity could be a causal factor in the development of insulin resistance [4, 14, 17, 18]. This in turn
could further impair the oxidative capacity of the muscle,
generating a vicious cycle of increasing insulin resistance
that eventually results in type 2 diabetes [4, 18].
In this study we screened skeletal muscle of Psammomys
obesus (Israeli sand rats) for differentially expressed genes.
P. obesus is a unique polygenic animal model of obesity and
type 2 diabetes [19–21]. In their natural desert habitat,
P. obesus subsist on a low-energy diet consisting mainly
of Atriplex halimus (saltbush), and remain lean and free
from diabetes. However, when housed under laboratory
conditions and fed a standard rodent diet, some of the
animals develop a range of metabolic disturbances including
obesity, insulin resistance, dyslipidaemia and type 2 diabetes
[19–21].
The aim of the current study was to identify genes that are
expressed in skeletal muscle, encode proteins with functional significance in mitochondria, and are associated with
type 2 diabetes.

3 weeks. A separate group of eight age-matched, non-exercised male obese, type 2 diabetic P. obesus were included as
controls.
Whole blood glucose was measured using an enzymatic
glucose analyser (Model 27; Yellow Springs Instruments,
Columbus, OH, USA). Plasma insulin concentrations were
determined using a double-antibody solid phase radioimmunoassay (Phadeseph; Kabi Pharmacia Diagnostics,
Sweden). All experimental animals and procedures were
maintained in accordance with the Code of Practice outlined by the National Health and Medical Research Council
(NHMRC) and approved by the Deakin University Ethics
Committee.
Membrane microarray At 18 weeks of age, animals (n=5
in each group; lean nGT and obese type 2 diabetic) were
killed and gastrocnemius muscles immediately removed,
frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at −80°C. RNA was
isolated using TriZol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). A
Research Genetics Human GF 201 gene filter containing
5,568 clones (Research Genetics, Huntsville, AL, USA)
was used to screen genes differentially expressed in the
skeletal muscle of P. obesus according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, RNA from both groups was
separately pooled (2 μg) and reverse transcribed in the
presence of 7.4 MBq of [33P]dCTP. The membrane was
hybridised, washed, and exposed to a phosphor-imager
screen (Molecular Dynamics, Sunny Vale, CA, USA). The
experiment was repeated twice, and averaged images were
analysed and gene expression quantitated using Pathways
V 2 software (Research Genetics). There are clearly limitations when using human arrays to screen for expression
of P. obesus genes. However it should be noted that this
was simply a preliminary screen to identify candidates for
further analysis using Taqman PCR. At the time of this
screen, no P. obesus arrays were available.

Subjects, materials and methods

Bioinformatics Sequences of genes differentially expressed
according to the microarray experiments were analysed
using publicly available software tools and databases including BLAST, ClustalW and MitoProt http://www.
expasy.org, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).

Experimental animals A colony of P. obesus is maintained
at Deakin University, Geelong, Australia. Breeding pairs
are fed a diet of lucerne and chow, to which they have free
access. Experimental animals were weaned at 4 weeks of
age and given a diet of standard laboratory chow, in which
12% of energy was derived from fat, 63% from carbohydrate and 25% from protein (Barastoc, Pakenham, Vic,
Australia). Animals were housed in a temperature-controlled room (22±1°C) with a 12/12-h light–dark cycle
(light 06.00–18.00 hours). Animals were classified as having normal glucose tolerance (nGT), impaired glucose tolerance (IGT) or being type 2 diabetic at 16 weeks of age
according to their blood glucose and plasma insulin concentrations as previously described [19–21]. For the exercise-training study, 15 male obese type 2 diabetic P. obesus
underwent exercise training (running 1 km/day in 1 h) for

Gene expression of AGT-203 (Presenilens-associated
rhomboid-like protein [PSARL] homologue) in P. obesus
The level of gene expression was quantified using realtime quantitative RT-PCR on an ABI Prism 7700-sequence
detector. Cyclophilin (a house-keeping gene) was used to
normalise the amount of cDNA in reactions. The primer
sequences were as follows: AGT-203 forward, 5′-ccc acc
tct gga aga aac tgt ct-3′; AGT-203 reverse 5′-cgg aca ctt
ggg ttg tca ctt ct-3′; cyclophilin forward, 5′-cct tgc tgg tga
tgg tgg aga a-3′; cyclophilin reverse 5′-gac ctg gcg ttt taa
ctc aag-3′. Fluorogenic probe sequences were 5′-tta tcc ttc
ccc cta ccc tat aag aac ttt gtg-3′ for AGT-203 and 5′-atc aac
ctc ttc tgg cga cgg tca gg-3′ for cyclophilin. The AGT-203
and cyclophilin probes had the reporter dye FAM attached
to the 5′ end and the quencher dye TAMRA attached to the
3′ end. PCR conditions consisted of a two-step PCR. Step 1
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Human subjects for PSARL gene expression analysis Two
groups of Mexican American volunteers matched for age
and body composition were recruited at the General Clinical Research Center of the South Texas Veterans Health
Care System in San Antonio. Eight of them were healthy
normoglycaemic subjects with at least two first-degree
relatives with type 2 diabetes (family history +; three
men/five women; 36±3 years; 28±1 kg/m2), whereas the
ten others were control subjects with no family history of
type 2 diabetes (family history −; six men/four women; 37
±4 years; 28±2 kg/m2). Insulin sensitivity was measured by
a hyperinsulinaemic–euglycaemic clamp (40 mU·m−2·min−1),
with infusion of [3H]-glucose lower in the family history
positive subjects than the family history negative subjects
(3.0±0.3 vs. 5.6±0.5 mg·kg−1·min−1; p=0.001). A percutaneous vastus lateralis muscle biopsy was performed and
PSARL gene expression was measured using real-time
quantitative RT-PCR. Primer sequences were as follows:
PSARL forward, 5′-ttc tct gca gcg gac aat gat-3′; PSARL
reverse 5′-tga cag caa cat tgg aga aca aa-3′. The fluorogenic
probe sequence was 5′-ttt cac atc gaa tcc agc ctc aaa ggt c-3′.
The Institutional Review Board of the University of Texas
Health Science Center at San Antonio approved this research and all subjects gave written informed consent.
Human subject selection for association study Human
samples and phenotypic data were utilised from the
Metabolic Risk Complications of Obesity Genes project.
Details of the sample are discussed elsewhere, where the
original localisation of a quantitative trait locus (QTL)
influencing metabolic syndrome phenotypes to chromosomal region 3q27 is also described [22]. DNA samples
for these individuals were used to genotype the publicly
available PSARL exon 7 leucine→valine polymorphism
(NCBI SNP Cluster ID rs3732581, details available at
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). Henceforth this is referred
to as the Leu262Val polymorphism of PSARL, as it encodes
a leucine to valine amino acid substitution at position 262
of the PSARL protein. These families were recruited from
the Take Off Pounds Sensibly (TOPS) membership. TOPS
provided mailing material on membership attending its
chapters in ten states (Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Iowa,
Minnesota, Ohio, West Virginia, Missouri, Kentucky and
Indiana). Families with at least two obese siblings (BMI
>30 kg/m2), availability of one (or preferably both) parent
(s), as well as at least one never-obese sibling and/or
parent (BMI <27 kg/m2) were identified and contacted for
ascertainment. Families were scheduled to visit satellite centres (four to six per state), where an experienced team undertook the phenotypic procedures. Informed consent was
obtained from all subjects in this study, and all research protocols were approved by the Institutional Review Board of
the Medical College of Wisconsin.

Table 1 Distribution of relative pairs in the population sample
Relationship

Number of pairs

Parent–offspring
Siblings
Grandparent–grandchild
Avuncular
Half-siblings
Grand avuncular
Half avuncular
First cousins
First cousins, once removed
Identical sibling pairs

975
1,271
50
387
23
4
3
250
14
4

The data used in the present examination are taken from
1,031 individuals in 169 families of predominantly northern European ancestry and residing in the United States.
This represents a subset of the original study. From the
original 507 families, we chose the largest families since
pedigree size and complexity correlates strongly with power
to localise and identify QTLs [23]. Table 1 shows the pairwise relationships represented by this data set.
Phenotypes Detailed phenotypic information was available
on these individuals, although for the present study we
considered only two phenotypes, fasting plasma insulin
concentrations and BMI. These phenotypes were chosen
because they both exhibited log odds ratio (LOD) scores
of greater than 3 for the region of the PSARL gene (chromosome 3q27; see Fig. 1). Additionally, they each represent one of the two main linkage peaks that were seen in
the original genome-wide linkage scan in this population
[22]. Standard anthropometric measures were obtained
according to the World Health Organization recommendations with participants wearing light clothing. A doubleantibody equilibrium radioimmunoassay (Linco Research,
St. Charles, MO, USA) was used for the measurement of

Log odds ratio

included a 2-min stage at 50°C and another at 95°C for 10
min to activate AmpliTaq Gold DNA Polymerase (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). Step 2 consisted of a
denaturing step at 95°C for 15 s and an extension stage at
60°C for 1 min for 40 cycles.

PSARL
Fig. 1 Location of the gene encoding PSARL in relation to evidence
for linkage to obesity and diabetes traits in the TOPS study [22]
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plasma insulin, using an antibody specific to human
insulin. Quality controls were performed to ensure stability
and reliability of the assays. Five pool sera of increasing
peptide concentrations were used to evaluate the intraassay and interassay coefficients of variance.
Genotyping All genotyping was performed by mass spectrometry using the MassArray System (Sequenom, San
Diego, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Full details of the genotyping methodology are available from the authors.
Statistical genetic methods In order to assess the influence
of the PSARL Leu262Val polymorphism on insulin levels
and BMI, we utilised a measured genotype approach allowing for the non-independence of phenotypes among
family members [24, 25]. Measured genotype analysis is a
form of association analysis that employs the genotypic
Fig. 2 Alignment of amino acid
sequences of PSARL and its
homologues. ISR Israeli sand rat
(P. obesus). The shaded boxes
indicate conserved amino acids.
Asterisk Leu262Val

information in a fixed effect model for the mean effects.
Thus, it can be used to test the hypothesis that phenotypic
means differ amongst genotypes. Because these traits were
non-normally distributed, we employed a robust method
for estimating parameters using a multivariate t-distribution [26]. Focal phenotypes (insulin and BMI) were adjusted for a number of covariates (smoking, menopausal
status, exogenous sex hormones, sex, age) prior to genetic
analysis as described elsewhere [22].
All parameter estimation was done by maximum likelihood under the assumption of a multivariate t-distribution
using the computer package, SOLAR [27]. A formal test of
association was obtained by calculating a robust likelihood
ratio test statistic comparing a model in which the genotypic
means were held equal against a model in which the genotypic means could vary. Because of prior evidence for an
important mitochondrial function for PSARL and the cumulative damage to mitochondria seen during the ageing

ISR
Rat
Human
Mouse
Drosophila
Yeast

1
1
1
1
1
1

---MACEVGYSEAGLRSGVAPPVGDICRELPATQVPRLLGRRFNLLLQQKCGFRKAPRKV
-----------------------------------------------------------MAWRGWAQRGWGCGQAWGASVGGRSCEELTAVLTPPQLLGRRFNFFIQQKCGFRKAPRKV
MALQGWA-QLGWRCGPAWAPPLGG-GYRELSATQAP-QLLGRRFNLFLQQTCGFRKAPRK
------------------------MLMSRALCRSWLPQVARRCHANVNVPILRINSGHPA
------------------------MSGVSSVMLGLRPATRIFFRSNISVSPSRTFVSYIG

ISR
Rat
Human
Mouse
Drosophila
Yeast

58
1
61
58
37
37

EPRRSDTGSSGEAYKRSALIPPLEETVFYPSPYPIRTLVKPFFFTVGFTGCAFGSAAIWQ
-----------------------------------------------------------EPRRSDPGTSGEAYKRSALIPPVEETVFYPSPYPIRSLIKPLFFTVGFTGCAFGSAAIWQ
VEPRRSDPGSSGEAYKRSALIPPLEETVFYPPPVL
ARSCRQIHSNRKQSSNLKPTTGEPAAAEQNTPVPVNNVIKAVAFTGAFTVGCFAGATILE
RSQSTSILKNAPNLEDNVTNLQKIIPKRFFSQTSILKSRWKPIFNEETTNRYVRLNRFQQ

ISR
Rat
Human
Mouse
Drosophila
Yeast

118 YESLKSRVQTYFDGIKADWLDS---IRPQKEGNLRKEINKWWNSLSDGQRTVTGIIAANA
1 -----------------------------------------------------------121 YESLKSRVQSYFDGIKADWLDS---IRPQKEGDFRKEINKWWNNLSDGQRTVTGIIAANV

ISR
Rat
Human
Mouse
Drosophila
Yeast

175 LVFCLWRVPSLHRTMIRYFTSNPASKVLCSPMLLSTFSHFSLFHMAANMYVLWSFSSSIV
1 -------------------------------MLLSTFSHFSLFHMAANMYVLWSFSTSIV
178 LVFCLWRVPSLQRTMIRYFTSNPASKVLCSPMLLSTFSHFSLFHMAANMYVLWSFSSSIV

ISR
Rat
Human
Mouse
Drosophila
Yeast

235 NILGQEQFVAVYLSAGVISNFVSYVCKVAT--GRYGPSLGASGAIMTVLAAVCTKIPEGR
30 NILGQEQFVAVYLSAGVISNFVSYVCKVAT--GRYGPSLGASGAIMTVLAAVCTKIPEGR
238 NILGQEQFMAVYLSAGVISNFVSYVGKVAT--GRYGPSLGASGAIMTVLAAVCTKIPEGR

ISR
Rat
Human
Mouse
Drosophila
Yeast

293 LAIIFLPVFTFTAGNALKAIIAMDTAGMILGWKFFDHAAHLGGALFGIWYITYGHELIWK
88 LAIIFLPVFTFTAGNALKAIIAMDTAGMILGWKFFDHAAHLGGALFGIWYITYGHELIWK
296 LAIIFLPMFTFTAGNALKAIIAMDTAGMILGWKFFDHAAHLGGALFGIWYVTYGHELIWK

ISR
Rat
Human
Mouse
Drosophila
Yeast

353 NREPLVKIWHEIRTNGPKKGGGSN
148 NREPLVKIWHEIRTNGPKKGGGSK
356 NREPLVKIWHEIRTNGPKKGGGSK

97 YENTRSLILEKARQARFGWWQSRSLADRDYWTQIKQDIRRHWDSLTPGDKMFAPILLCNL
97 YQQQRSGGNPLGSMTILGLSLMAG--IYFGSPYLFEHVPPFTYFKTHPKNLVYALLGINV

157 VAFAMWRVPALKSTMITYFTSNPAAKVVCWPMFLSTFSHYSAMHLFANMYVMHSFANAAA
155 AVFGLWQLPKCWRFLQKYMLLQKDYVTSKISIIGSAFSHQEFWHLGMNMLALWSFGTSLA

*

217 VSLGKEQFLAVYLSAGVFSSLMSVLYKAAT--SQAGMSLGASGAIMTLLAYVCTQYPDTQ
215 TMLGASNFFSLYMNSAIAGSLFSLWYPKLARLAIVGPSLGASGALFGVLGCFSYLFPHAK

275 LSILFLPALTFSAGAGIKVLMGIDFAGVVMGWKFFDHAAHLGGAMFGIFWATYG-AQIWA
275 ILLFVFPVPGG-AWVAFLASVAWNAAGCALRWGSFDYAAHLGGSMMGVLYG-------WY

334 KRIGLLNYYHDLRRTKQK-----327 ISKAVEKQRQRRLQAAGRWF----
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Basic statistical analyses Comparisons between group
mean values were performed using an unpaired Student’s
t-test for two-group comparisons. For comparisons involving three or more groups, one-way ANOVA was performed
using the LSD post hoc test for multiple comparisons.
Statistical analyses were performed using Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS, Version 10.1;
SPSS, Fullerton, CA, USA). Statistical significance was
defined as p<0.05. All values are presented as means±SEM.

Results
We used membrane microarray analysis to screen for genes
with evidence of differential expression in skeletal muscle
of lean, nGT and obese, type 2 diabetic P. obesus (n=5 in
each group; body weight 178±3 vs 245±6 g, p<0.01; blood
glucose 3.5±0.3 vs 16.7±1.9 mmol/l, p<0.01; plasma insulin 66±13 vs 746±199 μU/ml, p<0.01). A total of 54
genes showed preliminary evidence of differential expression (>2.0-fold ratio) between the muscle samples, of
which 19 were known genes, and 35 were expressed sequence tags and were considered candidates for further
analysis using Taqman PCR. The chromosomal locations
of all 54 genes were determined by database searching and
mapped on our in-house genomics database. Several of
these differentially expressed genes encoded known mitochondrial proteins (for example SLC25A25, ATP5D and
NDUFS5 all had reduced gene expression in muscle of
diabetic P. obesus). However, none of these genes was
located in genomic regions thought to contain diabetes
susceptibility genes. Therefore we focused on one gene,
which we named AGT-203 and which was expressed at 70%
lower levels in the muscle of diabetic animals and was
mapped to chromosome 3q27 in a region with strong evidence
for linkage with obesity and type 2 diabetes [22, 29–34].
Sequence analysis revealed that AGT-203 was the
P. obesus homologue (91% similarity) of PSARL [35]. The
entire P. obesus PSARL sequence was determined by RACE,
and the highly conserved amino acid alignment with other
species is shown in Fig. 2. P. obesus PSARL mRNA is 1,295
bp in length, with an open reading frame of 1,128 nucleotides
encoding a 376 amino acid protein. PSARL is a 42-Mr
protein with seven predicted transmembrane helices and a
conserved rhomboid domain. Using the Mitoprot algorithm
[36], PSARL was predicted to be exported to the mitochondria (probability 0.6033) with a putative cleavage sequence
of MAWRGWAQRG (amino acids 1–10).

PSARL gene expression was measured in skeletal muscle
of P. obesus using real-time quantitative RT-PCR. As shown
in Fig. 3, the expression of the PSARL gene was reduced by
50% in skeletal muscle of obese, type 2 diabetic P. obesus
relative to the lean, nGT animals (p<0.05). PSARL gene
expression in the IGT animals lay between the nGT and type
2 diabetic groups (Fig. 3). Furthermore, the expression of
PSARL was negatively correlated with blood glucose (r=
−0.48, p<0.05) and plasma insulin (r=−0.51, p<0.01) concentrations. The expression of PSARL in gastrocnemius
muscle was increased by 49% (p=0.036) in obese, type 2
diabetic P. obesus that were exercise-trained for 3 weeks, a
procedure that reduced blood glucose (by 23%, p=0.038)
and plasma insulin (by 36%, p=0.002), indicating improved
insulin sensitivity (Fig. 4).
We also examined PSARL gene expression in skeletal
muscle of 18 Mexican American subjects with and without
a family history of type 2 diabetes. The skeletal muscle
expression of the PSARL gene was similar in subjects with
or without family history of type 2 diabetes (1.1±0.1 vs 1.1
±0.2 arbitrary units in family history positive vs family
history negative subjects, respectively). However, when
only subjects with no family history of diabetes were considered, there was a positive correlation between the gene
expression of PSARL and insulin sensitivity as assessed by
glucose disposal during the hyperinsulinaemic–euglycaemic clamp (men; r=0.79, p=0.006; Fig. 5). Furthermore, in
these subjects PSARL gene expression in skeletal muscle
was correlated with the expression of citrate synthase, a marker of mitochondrial oxidative capacity (r=0.86, p<0.001). Although the numbers are small in this study and the data
need to be interpreted with caution due to the possibility of
type 1 error, we believe that these results support a potential
association between PSARL and mitochondrial function
and insulin sensitivity.
PSARL is located on chromosome 3q27 in a region with
substantial evidence of linkage with metabolic syndrome
phenotypes. PSARL lies only 2.5 Mb to the p-ter side of the
linkage peak (approximately 202 cM on the genetic map
used). The 1-LOD support interval for this QTL spans 10.8
Mb (192–227 on the genetic map). We therefore genotyped
the common Leu262Val variant of PSARL in a cohort of
1,031 human subjects in which the QTL was originally
PSARL gene expression
(AU)

process, we also allowed for genotype-by-age interaction as
previously described [28]. Briefly, genotype-by-age interaction requires the differential response of genotypes to the
ageing process. Thus, the presence of different age
trajectories as a function of genotype is de facto evidence
for genotype-by-age interaction. Formal likelihood ratio
tests were constructed to test whether the regressions of the
focal phenotypes on age varied significantly across genotypic classes.

8
*

6

*

4
2
0
nGT

IGT

Diabetic

Fig. 3 Gene expression of PSARL in gastrocnemius muscle of
P. obesus (n=8 in each group). PSARL gene expression was measured by
Taqman PCR and is expressed relative to cyclophilin. *p<0.05 compared
with normal glucose tolerant (nGT) P. obesus
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a

4

16

3.5
3

12

*

10
8
6
4
2

Glucose disposal (mg•kg-1• min-1)

Blood glucose (mmol/l)

14

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

0

0.5

1

Control

2.5

3

-1
-1.5
PSARL gene expression (AU)

800

Fig. 5 Correlation between PSARL gene expression and wholebody glucose disposal (r=0.79, p=0.006)

700
Plasma insulin (mU/l)

2

Exercise-trained

b 900

600

*

500
400
300
200
100
0
Control

Exercise-trained

c7
PSARL gene expression (AU)

1.5

-0.5

#

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Control

Exercise-trained

Fig. 4 Effects of exercise training on (a) blood glucose, (b) plasma
insulin and (c) gene expression of PSARL in gastrocnemius muscle
of exercise-trained and control obese, type 2 diabetic P. obesus
(n=12 in each group). Open columns, day 0; filled columns, day 21.
PSARL gene expression was measured by Taqman PCR and is
expressed relative to cyclophilin. *p<0.05 compared with day 0;
#
p<0.05 compared with control group

discovered. The genomic structure of PSARL and the location of the Leu262Val variant are depicted in Fig. 6. The
average age of the sample was 47.2 years, and included 759
women and 272 men. The average plasma insulin value

(age-corrected) was 86.9 pmol/l, with similar means in
women and men. The observed phenotypic standard deviation was 37.5 pmol/l. The observed heritability for insulin
levels was 0.207 (p=0.0001). The average BMI (age corrected) for men was 30.2 kg/m2. The BMI of the women
was on average 4.4 units higher. The observed phenotypic
SD was 7.2 kg/m2. The heritability of BMI in this sample
was 0.291 (p=0.0000001).
The Leu262Val polymorphism is due to a substitution of
a C for a G, leading to a change in amino acid from a leucine
to a valine. The frequency of the rarer C variant was 0.483.
The genotypic distribution was consistent with Hardy–
Weinberg equilibrium after taking into account family
structure. Of the 1,031 individuals with complete data, 274
(26.6%) were GG homozygotes, 523 (50.7%) were GC
heterozygotes and 234 (22.7%) were CC homozygotes.
Robust measured genotype analysis revealed a significant influence of this polymorphism on plasma insulin
concentrations. The best fitting and most parsimonious
model of gene action suggested dominance of the C allele
so that genotypic classes for comparison included GG
versus GC+CC genotypes. The more general model allowing the three possible genotypes to exhibit their own
mean genotypic effects converged to the dominant model.
When age was held constant at the average age of the population, GG homozygotes exhibited a mean plasma insulin
that was 7.84±3.03 pmol/l higher (p=0.0098) than that
observed for the GC+CC genotypic class. In addition,
ATG 16.6
(kbp)
1.7 6.7 0.13 3.8 TAA
1.1 3.8 18.4 1.8
206 196
141 49 96 148 71 102 98
316 (bp)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Exon

Fig. 6 Genomic structure of the human PSARL gene and location of
Leu262Val variant (arrow)
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Fig. 7 Predicted changes in mean plasma insulin levels as a function
of genotype

Fig. 8 Effect of the Leu262Val polymorphism on plasma insulin
levels. QTL quantitative trait locus

there was striking evidence of genotype-by-age interaction. GG homozygotes showed significantly greater slope
with regard to age than did the GC+CC genotypic class.
Plasma insulin concentrations increased substantially more
rapidly with age in GG individuals (a slope difference of
0.313±0.097 pmol·l−1·year−1). A robust likelihood ratio
test provided a p value of 8.6×10−5 for the test of genotype-by-age interaction.
A combined robust likelihood ratio test of the influence
of the polymorphism on plasma insulin yielded a highly
significant p value of 0.00025. This strongly supports the
hypothesis that the Leu262Val polymorphism is either directly involved or correlated with another causal variant to
influence the distribution of plasma insulin concentrations
in this population.
Figure 7 depicts the pattern of genotype-by-age interaction graphically. The graph shows the model-predicted
mean plasma insulin as a function of genotype. Clearly,
plasma insulin concentrations in GG individuals increase
substantially more rapidly with age than in individuals
with the GC and CC genotypes.
The relative importance of this polymorphism on plasma
insulin concentrations is thus a function of age. The increased difference between the genotypic means at higher
ages indicates that additional genetic variance is expressed.
This has an effect on the total heritability of the trait and the
heritability that is specifically due to the polymorphism.
Figure 8 shows the pattern of relative genetic variance in
plasma insulin levels with age. At early ages, the polymorphism accounts for relatively little of the phenotypic
variation. However, at older ages the polymorphism accounts for 5% of the total variation. This represents a substantial causal component of plasma insulin variation.
In contrast to the results for plasma insulin, the Leu262Val
polymorphism did not appear to influence BMI. Using a
model of gene action similar to that for plasma insulin concentrations, the robust likelihood ratio test was not significant (p=0.579).

Discussion
In these studies we have shown that PSARL, a mitochondrial intramembrane protease, is a new candidate gene for
obesity and type 2 diabetes. We screened for genes with
evidence of differential expression in skeletal muscle of
lean, nGT and obese, type 2 diabetic P. obesus, and identified a total of 54 candidate genes for further investigation. The characteristics of these genes and their protein
products were examined in detail using information available from public databases to identify those likely to have
a functional role in mitochondria. This analysis highlighted one gene, AGT-203, which was the P. obesus homologue of human PSARL [35] and yeast Pcp1 [37, 38].
While the subcellular localisation of PSARL was not
known at that time, Pcp1 contained a signature motif for
mitochondrial localisation, and had been shown to interact
with proteins known to reside within the mitochondria.
Furthermore, bioinformatics analysis predicted a mitochondrial localisation for PSARL. Gene expression studies
in P. obesus supported an association with insulin resistance, and in human subjects, PSARL gene expression
in skeletal muscle correlated with both citrate synthase
expression, a marker of mitochondrial oxidative capacity,
and insulin sensitivity assessed by hyperinsulinaemic–
euglycaemic clamp.
The rhomboid family of proteins, of which PSARL is a
member, shows remarkable evolutionary conservation. They
are a family of intramembrane serine proteases that have
been found in almost all species of archaea, bacteria and
eukaryotes [39, 40]. Rhomboids participate in regulated
intramembrane proteolysis, a recently discovered process,
whereby signalling proteins are cleaved at intracellular membranes to release active fragments in signal transduction cascades [41, 42].
Two recent studies demonstrated that the yeast homologue of PSARL (known as Rbd1, Pcp1 or Ygr101w) plays
a key role in mitochondrial membrane remodelling [37, 38].
Mitochondrial structure and function are highly dependent
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on the processes of fusion and fission. Both of these studies
demonstrated that processing of Mgm1, a dynamin-like
GTP-ase, by Rbd1/Pcp1 was critical for the maintenance of
mitochondrial structure and function [37, 38]. Yeast strains
lacking functional Rbd1/Pcp1 exhibited respiratory defects
and impaired growth, and had small, fragmented mitochondria [37]. Replacement with PSARL in Rbd1/Pcp1-deficient
yeast restored Mgm1 processing and rescued growth rate
and mitochondrial morphology [37]. These results demonstrated the importance of the yeast homologue of PSARL in
mitochondrial function, and suggested that PSARL may
play a similar role in mammalian physiology. Furthermore,
PSARL was localised to mitochondria in COS cells [37].
The role of mitochondrial function in a range of diseases
including obesity and type 2 diabetes is well known. Numerous studies have demonstrated defects in oxidative pathways in skeletal muscle of subjects with obesity and/or type
2 diabetes [3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 13], and it has been proposed that
impaired bioenergetic capacity of skeletal muscle mitochondria is a key factor in the development of these diseases
[7]. Furthermore, reduced mitochondrial function is a hallmark of the ageing process [14, 15], and could be a determining factor in the development of insulin resistance and
other disorders related with ageing, e.g. neurodegenerative
diseases.
Given the likely role of PSARL in maintaining mitochondrial membrane integrity and function, and the known
defects of mitochondria in diabetes [3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 13], we
suggest that altered activity of PSARL in skeletal muscle
may be an important contributing factor in the development of insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes. Furthermore, the PSARL gene is located on chromosome 3q27, in
a region that has been linked to obesity and type 2 diabetes
in numerous genome-wide linkage scans.
To test for possible association between variation in the
PSARL gene and obesity/type 2 diabetes, we genotyped the
common C→G SNP in exon 7 of PSARL that encodes an
amino acid substitution from leucine to valine (Leu262Val).
The Leu262Val variant was significantly associated with
plasma insulin concentration (p=0.0098), a proxy marker
of insulin resistance. Additionally, there was strong evidence that this variant interacted with age to influence
plasma insulin (p=8.6×10−5). The interaction between genotype and age was such that plasma insulin increased at a
greater rate in individuals with the GG genotype than in
those with the CG/CC genotypes. In older subjects, the
Leu262Val profoundly affects plasma insulin concentration
accounting for 5% of the variation, which is substantially
more than the effects of other known covariates such as
sex, menopausal status, smoking, and even diabetes status
in this population. The strong evidence for differential expression of genetic variance as a function of age points to
the potential importance of age-related differences as a general phenomenon in the phenotypic dimensions of common diseases such as type 2 diabetes.
The chromosome 3q QTL that influences metabolic
syndrome phenotypes (including obesity and type 2 dia-

betes) is one of the most replicated human quantitative trait
linkages [22, 29–34]. Given the relatively low power of
human genetic studies for mapping QTLs, this remarkable
pattern of replicated QTL localisation is strongly suggestive of either multiple gene involvement in the region of
3q27 or variants within a single gene with very large effects. The former hypothesis appears to be the most likely.
PSARL appears to be one of the loci contributing to the
chromosome 3 QTL cluster. Interestingly, it affects plasma
insulin concentration but not BMI suggesting that there are
multiple components in the QTL cluster. Much recent
attention has been given to an obvious candidate gene in
this region, APM1, which encodes for adiponectin, and
multiple association studies have found weak associations
with variations in this gene and diabetes/obesity-related
traits [43]. APM1 appears to represent one of the contributing genes to this metabolic syndrome QTL. The data we
have presented in this communication add the PSARL gene
as another genetic component contributing to this QTL.
The interaction between genotype at Leu262Val of
PSARL and age, and the association with plasma insulin
concentration, is consistent with the hypothesis that defects in mitochondria tend to accumulate throughout life
resulting in gradual diminution of overall mitochondrial
function [14, 15]. The Leu262Val variant is a conservative
amino acid substitution in the fourth transmembrane helix
of PSARL. While this substitution does not impact directly
on the predicted catalytic sites of PSARL, it could be
reasonably expected to alter the conformation of the protein in the mitochondrial membrane, and may affect its
activity. This mitochondrial impairment is likely to contribute to the development of insulin resistance over time,
as we demonstrated in our genotype-by-age interaction
with plasma insulin concentration for this variant.
In summary, we have shown that PSARL expression in
skeletal muscle is reduced in type 2 diabetes in P. obesus,
and that this can be alleviated, along with insulin resistance, by exercise training. In human subjects, PSARL gene
expression in skeletal muscle was associated with mitochondrial oxidative capacity and insulin sensitivity, providing further support for the contention that PSARL plays
a role in the development of insulin resistance through its
effects on mitochondrial function. Furthermore, genetic
variation at Leu262Val of PSARL was associated with insulin resistance in an age-dependent manner. Impaired
mitochondrial function is a key factor in the development
of insulin resistance, as well as many other diseases, particularly those associated with ageing. As insulin resistance
develops, PSARL expression/activity and mitochondrial
function probably decline further, leading to a vicious cycle
that eventually results in type 2 diabetes. We suggest that
variation in the expression and activity of PSARL is an
important new risk factor for the development of insulin
resistance and type 2 diabetes.
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